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closing-time; and the bolts of cathedral doors may shoot
noisily in their rusty sockets as he approaches. But he has
seen something far more instructive than mummies, Ver-
meers, or rood-lofts; for he has seen the ordinary man, that
most secretly preserved of national sights.
No stranger, of course, can ever see a nation, or even a
tithe of one. But he may, if he is lucky, follow a route that
cuts a section through a whole community and, if he is
moderately observant, form some picture in his mind of the
strata that lie on each side of his little mine-shaft. His
journey, if sufficiently long and diversified, may well be such
a shaft, sunk through the various layers that compose a
nation. For it may take him (as mine took me) through the
upper layers of the higher education, by way of each succes-
sive grade of university and school, to the most fascinating
stratum of all, where the ordinary mortal, his education
done, stands ranged in due order from the Eastern States
to Texas, up into the North-West, and out to the Pacific.
That is the finest stratum for the social geologist, if he keeps
his eyes about him and his hammer ready for specimens.
It is the truest form of sight-seeing that America can offer.
For the leading " sight" of the United States is not the White
House or the Grand Canyon, but the ordinary man.
The first discovery that any lecturer will make on this
important topic is that the ordinary man is not the ordinary
man at all—but the ordinary woman. For his hearers are, in
a vast preponderance, feminine. Even his evening fixtures
draw a distinct majority of women, though he is not himself
a matinee idol or even a novelist announced to discourse
on those topics of the heart, in which novelists are believed
to enjoy a mysterious competence. Men will be there, of
course, but only sparsely present—a shade apologetic in
their air and in just sufficient numbers to relieve a nervous
lecturer of the alarming exordium " Ladies " in favour of
the more habitual " Ladies and gentlemen." Recalling all
the rows of friendly faces that passed before a slightly em-
barrassed eye in its long pilgrimage from east to west, one is

